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About Alexander Street Press

• Based in Alexandria, Virginia

• Founded in 2000, now 62 people

• Relationships with some 1,000 copyright holders

• 45 university presses 

• 5 movie studios, 40 music labels

• Hundreds of authors, playwrights, estates, agents.

• Have paid out in excess of $3.5m in royalties

• Won awards from CHOICE, LJ, The Charleston Advisor.



The portfolio
North American History

Drama

Black History and Literature

Women’s History and Literature

Latino / L.A. Studies

Religion & Social Thought

PsychologyMusic



Focus 

• Humanities
• We’re a Secondary, Primary, Reference, 

News, Book, Journal, Directory, Reprint, 
Video, Audio, Dataset publisher.

• Future



Mission
Our Products should 
• Be carefully crafted by expert editors around a specific subject or 

discipline. 
• Detail all materials relevant to the subject, whatever their original 

form or ownership. 
• Contain as many of these materials as possible, in multiple formats 

if necessary. 
• Be indexed with controlled vocabularies for precise, exhaustive 

searching. 
• Provide unique ways of searching, viewing, exploring and analyzing 

the material. 
• Facilitate contributions from scholars and librarians. 
• Be priced to enable unlimited exploration by users.



What is the nature of the 
electronic medium?



“You must consult the laws of nature…you say “What do 
you want brick?” and the brick says to you “I like an arch”
and you say to brick “Look, I want one too, but arches are 
expensive…” Brick says “I like an arch”…

“Honor the material you use”

Louis Kahn (1979)

The nature of virtual space…



• Steel – High cost to create, strong, easy to 
stamp shapes, medium weight…

• Wood – Low cost to create, moderately strong, 
needs to be crafted, light weight…

• Glass – Medium cost to create, weak, easy to 
craft, transparent

• The Web - ?

Understanding the medium



Nature of electronic publications

• Atomic
• Interconnected 
• Interdependent
• Connection vs. the object

• Pliable
• Constantly evolving
• Without place 
• Practically unlimited in size

Page Page Page

Page

Page Page Page

Page Page



Understanding the Medium

• Processing speed – by 2012 machines will be 40 times 
more powerful than today

• Storage space – by 2012 1 Terabyte of storage (400 m 
pages) will cost under $10

• Laptop – under 1 pound, with full motion video
• > than 90% of all developed world will have Web access
• Most business transactions will happen on the web (taxes, 

check paying, reservations, ordering, etc)
• Ubiquitous high bandwidth wireless networking (video)

On current trends…



Google

“Google's mission is to organize the world's information and make it 
universally accessible and useful.”

(Google Corporate Information Web page: February, 2005)



Market Capitalization ($ Bn)



Strategic High Ground

• Many kings
• High usage (by the right people)
• High participation (by the right people)
• Content 
• Branding
• Value added features



Current Trends



• It will all be available in digital form
• It will not cost too much
• Many more people will use it 
• It will be enriched through better display, 

better integration, better links, better context, 
etc., etc…

Good for 
publishers

Good for librarians

Good for “society”

Where we’re headed 



The next 5 or 10 years?

• Linking
• Indexing
• Web 2.0
• ‘Traditional’ Publishing



Nature of  the network

• Atomic
• Interconnected 
• Interdependent
• Value of the Connection = Value of the object

• Pliable
• Constantly evolving
• Practically unlimited in size

Free Page

Free Page

Free Page

Free Page

For fee Page

Free Page

Free Page

Free Page

Free Page



Links and indexing are the key 

Loosely Held Tightly Held

Free Websites

Loosely 
integrated

Tightly
integrated

Refuse to License/Link

License/Link widelyLicense/Link widely
and be a Licensor



Reviews

Search Tool

Discipline Tool

Personal 
Work Bench

Music

Newspapers

Films

Images

Grant’s 
Memoirs

Unlock the value…



Rather than… Do the following…

• Have permanent links
• Invite others to link to you
• Exchange links in batch through 

protocols like OpenURL
• Provide APIs and other high value 

linking tools
• Make citations visible to the outside 

world
• If necessary charge for links 
• Engineer for multiple interfaces
• Ask others (e.g. Google) to do the 

same!

Linking 

• Change links constantly
• Forbid others to link to you
• Refuse to license
• Insisting on one interface



www.inthefirstperson.com

• Free index to first-person narratives
• The most comprehensive archive of 

social history yet created
• Perform in-depth field and keyword 

searches across scholarly materials 
that are freely available on the Web

• Also indexes for fee letters, diaries, 
oral histories, memoirs, and 
autobiographies within Alexander 
Street Press databases 

• Access thousands of personal 
narratives from the English-speaking 
world, in a single search



OPAC 
or Google

Students of the 
Sixties

Hogan Jazz 
Archive 

Free: Public Web collections, 
semantically indexed by Alexander 

Street
($) Alexander Street collections                    

containing first-person materials

Free: Materials submitted by the 
user community 

www.inthefirstperson.com



Context and selection



Search Power



Organized Results





“Semantic” indexing

• Tim Berners-Lee and James Hendler in Scientific 
American, May 2001

• “…an extension of the current web in which information is 
given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers 
and people to work in cooperation.”

• Represents a quantum shift in the functionality of the web



• Oriented towards secondary materials
• Oriented towards print artifact (book, article, journal)
• Some 80% of fields relate to publication 
• Flat file
• Abstract and subject fields 
• Confusion between primary and secondary materials

Traditional Indexing 



“Semantic” indexing

Collection

Series

Book or Volume

Chapter

Page

Word

Where ?
When ?
What ?
Who ?Traditio

nal in
dexing >

“Semantic” indexing >



The strain on keyword search 

Question: “Martin Luther King”

• Google:– 8.3m hits

• Google Scholar: 7.8k
First hit: Development of a research strategy for assessing the ecological risk of 
endocrine disruptors. GT Ankley, RD Johnson, G Toth, LC Folmar, NE …US 
Environmental Protection Agency, Research Division 26 W Martin Luther King Dr 
Cincinnati, OH 45288.

• Yahoo: 7.4m hits

• Alta Vista: 7.3m hits



Traditional vs. Semantic Indexing 

When writtenWhen set
When it 

happenedWhen publishedWhen?

-
Where 

setWhere occurredWhere published
Where
?

Author
Character

sParticipantsAuthorWho?

PassageSceneEventArticle, BookWhat?
ReligionDramaHistoryGeneral

Semantic Indexing
Traditional 
Indexing

• Give me articles from journal xxx prior to 1990

• Give me documents that discuss battles where more than 100 people 
died? 

• Give me all scenes set before 1850 that portray lynching?

• Which authors cite Genesis most frequently?



• 100,000+ pages
• 4,000 manuscripts in facsimile form
• Detailed accounts written in the first 

person, including memoirs
• The battles + home front
• Both published and unpublished works
• Written by politicians, generals, slaves, 

landowners, seamen, wives, spies…
• The Northern and the Southern 

perspectives + that of foreign observers

The American Civil War: Letters & Diaries



The “real” world

Book

Author

Captain

Navy

SongBattle

Battlefield Rank

Article

Skirmish
Location

Company

General

Casualty

Memoir

Letter

Gun

Promotion

Army

Diary

Acts
Date

Event



Analysis of how Civil War material should be structured…
• Ability to analyze battles and their relationship to the 

material
• Ability to view events and their relationship to the material
• Ability to search for specific individuals
• See and evaluate original sources 
• Settings are important - camp, in a ship, on a farm
• Specific events such as desertion, forced marches
• Etc…

Semantic Indexing…

• 69 different, controlled fields
• 5 individual, interlinked, databases 
• 6 tables of contents



Semantic Indexing…

Battle Author Event Source

Where ?
When ?
Who ?
Deaths
Leaders
Etc…

Birth ?
Death ?
Where ?
When ?
Occupation
Etc…

Day
Event
Etc…

Source
Editor
Publisher
Place
Etc…

Document
Battle ID
Author ID
Event ID
Source ID
Date
Subject
Age writing







Day-by-Day Chronology…



Search functionality



Unlock the value…

Books

Search Tool

Discipline Tool

Personal 
Work Bench

Music

Newspapers

Films

Images

Grant’s 
Memoirs

Place:
Alexandria,

Virginia



Web 2.0



Web 2.0



Web 2.0 Meme



Uniquely tailored interface and contentStandard interface for all

Skype, del.icio.us, flickr, WikipediaAOL, Netscape, Britannica

Blogging
(Dynamism, interactivity)

Personal Websites
(Stasis, one-to-one communication)

Syndication
(let your content interact wherever it’s 
needed)

Stickiness
(Pull everyone to your site)

Folksonomy
(Users do their own tagging)

Directories 
(Central taxonomy)

Wikis, 
(Interactive content, User enabled)

Content Management System
(Information silos, centrally managed)

Web 2.0Web 1.0



>3,000 photos of Alexandria, VA





After the buzz…

• Establishing a convention of participation

• Indexing value

• Personalization of research

• (Primary) Content

• Additive effect to most publisher and library endeavors





The Second Wave and Beyond
• A scholarly community that brings together feminist thinkers, scholars 

and activists to

• analyze compelling questions about feminist activism and theories

• define new directions for historical research 

• publish traditional articles

• write and record this history in new ways

• Free to view

• Only authorized users can post

• Editors supervise the entire process

• Launched in April 2006 at the Organization of American Historians

• 150 members so far



Editorial Backing

Kathryn Sklar & Tom Dublin – General Editors

Kimberly Springer, currently teaches US history, gender 
studies, and media studies at King's College London

Judith Ezekiel, associate professor at the Université de 
Toulouse le Mirail

Stephanie Gilmore, Ph.D. active independent scholar, ex-
managing editor of the Journal of Women's History 











Images





Fading Growing
Typesetting

Printing
Print monograph

Print directory

Public domain reprints
Simple, one database search

Rare and unpublished material

Linking

Licensing

Free materials

Semantic indexing

Process integration

Unified search software

Workflow tools

Warehousing

Community building
Asset management

Commissioning?

Editorial?

Quality?
Selection?

Interactions?

The tools…



The traditional will thrive!

• 250 plays
• More than 60% previously 

unpublished
• None of it in the public domain
• Most of the material written since 

the 1970’s
• Includes community journals 
• Includes discussion groups



Definitions of success

Better scholarship
More comprehensive Faster

• Faster dissemination
• Better dissemination
• Cheaper dissemination
• More readers
• Rarer material – lost, hard to find material
• More accountable, faster peer review
• More material
• Higher quality
• Higher utility


